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CLOTH DIAPERING, IT’S NOT SO
SCARY

In my now 6 years of being a mom and almost 4 kids later I

would have never, ever, EVER considered cloth diapers for

my babies buns.  Honestly, I always thought it was just too

much work or too messy, I wanted things to be easy, simple

and convenient when it comes to changing diapers.  Well, it

took my third child to finally give these cloth diapers a

chance.  I actually attended a mommy blog event back in

November put on by Club MomMe  and they had some

awesome giveaways. One of my favorites was a huge box of

Charlie Banana cloth diaper, which was super awesome and

generous by the company.  Since I had always been curious

about them I had to give them a try.  Although my baby was

already one years old I figured I had to give these a fair shot

and to my surprise, right away I loved them!
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The first thing that I noticed was how incredibly soft they

are.  My son has very sensitive skin and it felt so nice as a

mom to be putting something so soft on his little sensitive

bottom.  Not only are they soft but they are also more

supportive and don’t sag like disposables do.  I love that my

son can just run and play in just his diaper.  With a

disposable it would be falling apart within an hour if worn

without clothes over it.  Now, like most moms I had the

same question you might be having…”What about the

mess?”  I have to say that it really wasn’t much different

than disposables and that is saying alot coming from a mom

of three young kids who already feels busy enough as it is.

 There are a few extra steps like disposing the poo in the

toilet (they also have an option of purchasing disposable

inserts) and washing the diapers in the washing machine

(which we all do laundry anyways so it no inconvenience

there). Other than that they are just as simple and easy.  I

actually have found way more benefits with these cloth
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diapers than there are negatives.  Another positive with

wearing the Charlie Banana cloth diapers is now that my

son is getting closer to potty training age he is a lot more

aware when he wets his cloth diaper than when he wears

disposables, so I have a feeling that he will be potty training

a lot earlier.  And It’s for this very reason we have been

using them more often.

The colors and styles offered from the company are just so

cute as well and to me that in itself is worth trying them out

and they really fit so snug and stay in place!  Now, I will be

completely honest… I do not use them all of the time. I use

them mostly on days when we stay home all day and if we

go out I will still use my disposables but I think this is just

because I am so used to and comfortable with disposables.

Frankly, I’m just a little scared to not have my disposables

on hand.  Maybe by my 4th I will become more

confident–we shall see.  I really would love to get to the

point where I am using my cloth diapers 100% of the time.  I

will most definitely be using them with my newborn and

hopefully all the way through.  Not only are they

eco-friendly and so much better on baby’s bum, which by

the way my son always gets diaper rash with
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disposables–but not with Charlie Banana cloth diapers but

they are also so economical. With having 4 kids soon (two

who will be in diapers at the same time)  this is very

important to me.  I need to try and find every way possible

to save money and using these cloth diapers on both my

little ones will save me a ton of money in the long run.

So, I just wanted to share with you all my new experience

with cloth diapering and just how excited I am about this

product.  I am no expert but if you have ever been curios

(like I was) or have questions, feel free to email me with any

questions and I love to help any way I can.  You can also

click here to go to Charlie Banana’s website and find out

more information on these amazing diapers.  I hope this

helps some of you and maybe just give them a try, they

really aren’t so scary!
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